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Background: In the USA, one study suggests that AHA screening elements are underutilized in clinical practice; but, use of other major athlete 
screening and participation guidelines (MASAPG) are not known. 
methods: To identify rates of use of MASAPG [4th PreParticipation Physical Evaluation monograph (PPE, 2010), AHA PreParticipation Screening 
Elements (AHA, 2007), and the ACCF 36th Bethesda Conference (ACCF, 2005)], we asked 190 Nebraska primary care providers (PCPs) to complete 
a survey on athlete screening practices. 127 (67%) responded. Number of athletes seen/year (#, % respondents) was: none, 12%; 1-10, 9%; 11-50, 
32%; 51-100, 21%; ≥ 100, 26%. Respondents were asked whether “unaware of,” “aware of but did not use,” “occasionally used,” or “consistently 
used” the 3 MASAPG; and, barriers to use. Results (% of respondents): 
Use of guideline 4th PPE (2010) AHA (2007) ACCF 36th Bethesda (2005)
Unaware of 73.0 48.0 76.4
Aware of/do not use 6.4 16.3 12.6
Occasionally use 12.7 24.4 7.9
Consistently use 7.9 11.4 3.2
The most frequent barrier to incorporation of MASAPG was belief that completing a standard form was all that was needed (28%). 
conclusions: Among PCPs, use of MASAPG is less than optimal, especially for the 4th PPE monograph, and the 36th Bethesda Conference. Most 
frequent barrier to use is the belief that completing a standard form is sufficient. Without PCP adherence to MASAPG, efficacy of the guidelines 
in preventing sudden cardiac death cannot be known. Our data suggests that there exists a great opportunity for wide-spread dissemination of 
MASAPG, combined with enhanced education on the proper use of these clinical tools.
